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WLS is a full-service, independent telematics and data 
processing consultancy and so ware house with 
o ces in the UK and Ukraine.

WWith a full-stack in-house soware development team, 
WLS is whatever you want it to be. If you want to use WLS 
to peorm basic vehicle tracking, it can do it reliably and 
cost eectively; if you want to use WLS to implement 
business critical management repo ing on eet 
peormance and utilisation, it can deliver customised 
and business specic management repo ing; if you want 
WLS WLS to provide in-eld tools to inform or protect a
mobile workforce, it can provide, customise, and build 
native iOS and Android Apps. to deliver a streamlined 
cloud based e cient workow.

An existing WLS reseller received an enquiry to supply vehicle tracking to 300+ vehicles 
inside one of the UK’s largest po s. The Po  operates a very varied mix of vehicles, from 
company cars, minibuses, fork li trucks, and a variety of huge plant equipment. During a trial, 
the Health & Safety Executive (HSE) visited the site and placed a requirement on the Po  to 
more closely monitor the drivers of large plant equipment, to ensure that only trained 
drivers could access the vehicle. The white label reseller invited WLS to present a solution 
which allowed only permied drivers to sta vehicles, the complexity in the requirement 
cocomes from the Po ’s desire to use their existing Sta ID cards instead of Dallas Keys or PIN 
touchpads for example.
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Case Studies

We work with some of the world’s biggest companies and 
organisations. 

Here is a practical example of how one of WLS’ own branded 
resellers secured a contract to suppo  one of the UK’s largest 
po s.
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WLS integrated a Sta ID card reader into the hardware, and implemented a black list and white 
list process to determine whether drivers are permied to use a vehicle, along with an extremely 
simple and user friendly web-based screen that allowed Drivers and Cards to be viually 
created and associated with vehicles or vehicle categories, all by simple drag and drop.
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The system works as follows: a driver presents their Sta ID to the dash mounted reader, the ID is 
checked by the device, if the Driver is on the ‘white list’ and therefore permied the drive the 
vehicle, immobilisation is disabled, if the driver is on the ‘black list’, the vehicle immobilisation 
remains and the driver cannot sta the vehicle. If the driver is not on the ‘white list’ or ‘black list’, 
the device asks the WLS server whether the driver is permied, and the response is stored on either 
the black or white list. Some of the Po ’s vehicles work below sea level, and the Po  was concerned 
ababout errors causing vehicles to become immobilised where there is no GSM signal, so the devices 
were congured to allow those not on the black list to sta a vehicle where there is no signal, as 
soon as signal is returned the driver is added to the appropriate list on the device. The web based 
permissions also allows administrators to check journeys, behaviour and permissions of any 
vehicle at any time. Permission to drive a specic vehicle, or Category of vehicle can be removed 
by simple drag and drop. Replacent Sta ID cards can be issued as per the Po ’s normal process, 
requiring no input from the WLS telematics reseller.

Since implementing the solution, the white label paner has not had any suppo  issues, and three 
year contract has been renewed for a fu her three years.
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